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Thesis Statement: This juxtaposition of strong and complicated female characters to Yorick’s less than heroic nature in Vaughn’s novel is his tool to break
down what it means to be a man and an attempt to create a dynamic between the two genders that allows for any role to be filled by anyone so that
everyone may contribute to society.
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Major Takeaways
Through the breakdown of gender ritualization and norms Vaughn
generally reverses how the gendered characters act. One example is
Yorrick being the romantic character juxtaposed with his sister Hero
who is the powerful and sexual character.
Yorrick’s journey is a typical coming of age/ boy into man/ zero into
hero arc. However with the lack of any male mentor to impose
traditional gender roles onto him he instead creates a synthesis of
traditional feminine and masculine roles.
Yorrick does still have moments in which he inhabits traditional and
even sexist roles. These moments are treated as both heroically and as
foolish and wrong.
Female characters are treated with a multifaceted approach. Agent
355 and Hero both occupy stereotypically masculine roles. While
there are other minor characters that still are comfortable inhabiting
stereotypically female roles.
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